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THE MANICUIIF]D GARDEI\S, ELF] GANT ARCHITE CTURAL
lines, sophisticated palette and stylish front entrance are what first strike me
on arrival at Project Works in Pretoria. "Our aim was to prolect our profession,"
remarks architect-cum-industrial designer Maryke Cronje, who, together with
partner Lizamarie du Plessis, runs the project-consulting company in leafy
Waterkloof Ridge. Having been in business together for seven years, the
dynamic duo now oversees a team of 10, and, with their spouses in the same
profession, they live, eat, sleep and breathe their work, Combined technical
expedise and - perhaps more impodantly - complementary personalities form
the basis of their winning partnership, the success of which is revealed in the
meticulously considered layout of their open-plan office.

While chosen on a rational level for its idyllic suburban location and
appropriate layout for conversion into a commercial space, the space, Maryke
admits, "was really bought for the tree". Presiding over the property (and
conveniently providing parking shade), the majestic old acacia "gives us $oul,"
she explains. lndeed, a striking feature of the building is the harmony between
the outdoor and indoor spaces. Nature has been welcomed in by way of skilful
colour choices and the play of light and dark. "lt's all in the mix," says Lizamarie.

On the outside of the boardroom building, an exuberant expanse of Plascon's
Burnt Horizon amber cuts a contrast against the stormy grey of the roof beams
and the softer natural hues of the surrounding structures. Nearby, a trickling water
feature, bordered with sprays of aromatic lavender and leafy foliage and adorned
with compositions of stones, forms a Zen-like diversion. lnside, an earthy palette
splashed with intense bursts of primary colour provides the stimulus necessary
for creativity and productivity. Gaudiesque architectural photographs printed
onto canvas provide a colourful punctuation against the ivory walls inside the
boardroom, while open ceilings lit by stylish, functional lights lend a feeling of
spaciousness. The reception is a welcome visual surprise, brightened by eclectic
furnishings and large photographic prints, these taken by Maryke on journeys to
Barcelona and Frankfurt. Seemingly random, wholly practical objects - such as a
series of fire-engine-red construction hats arranged on hooks - become design
features in themselves. As do the oversized bins - aqain red and filled with rolls of
architectural blueprints, "They're laundry bins.from B"oardmans," smiles Lizamarie.
"And the perfect height for storing technical drawings."

The premises succeeds in its primary function of showcasing the technical
capabilities of the team, but is also a warm and welcoming space that clearly
mirrors the congruent personalities of its creators. And therein lies its success,
says Lizamarie. "As the name of our business suggests, this project works!"

Project Works, 478 Cliff Avenue, Waterkloof Ridge X2, Pretoria, tel: 012 947 6749.
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Clockwise, from top ieft: The

vtlrr arr l  l - tu.rr dr uortt  rval l  i r ;

strikingly frarnecj by the ire;Lrtral

r 'x ic r ior  pa le t tg  ar rd  o id  acac ia

tree ; the srnrply-decorated
"pause area" is personaliseci [ry

an ir ispir ing message; vri i th their

coloLrr and desigir,  the large wall

c locK anc i  br iq l r t  red f  i l rnc t  cab in I ' t
perfornr not only a functional

role but a decorative one too: An

expanse o1' Plascon BLrrnt l-loriron

(R7 B1- 1) corrtrasls rryi t i r  lhe

stormy grey of the roof trusses tc
grve a clean, contemporary look
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INSPIRATION

FIRST
IMPRESSIO\TS
. Do your homework. Analyse your

business and the message you want to

convey, and compare this to the way

other businesses you identify with have

done so. How do you want to represent

your business? Consider the look of

your premises, your business cards and

even the way your secretary answers

the phone.

. Don't only use your logo - you can

create a punchy impression and a more

contemporary look with a set of colours

that complements your company profi le.

.  Do remember the design phi losophy

that every place has to have an

entrance. Make yours enticing and

warm by way of a well-chosen

palette of colours and a few

well-placed accessories.
. Don't forget the exterior. lf you are

a cl ient-facing business, make sure

that the outside area is functional and

appealing. A few potted plants and an

available parking bay go a long way.
. Do look for the r ight location. An old

house in an upcoming area that can be

improved as your budget al lows is far

better than one in a bad area that your

staff or clients would dread going to.
. Don't ignore the transformative power

of a simple l ick of paint. Reduce, reuse

and recycle where possible.
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